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     INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS DODGE RAM
MAIN GRILLE

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

                  NOTE: ( No Drilling Is Required But Removing The Stock Grille Is Required. )

PARTS LIST
4   Speed Grille Section 1      Instruction Sheet 24        Attaching Clips # 71097

1 Street Scene Emblem

TOOL LIST
 Safety Glasses, 8 MM Socket, Ratchet, Extension, Grinder, Drill, File Or Other Tool To Remove The Plastic
                                     rivets That Retain The Stock " Honey Comb " Grille.

1.   Before beginning installation be sure to wear proper eye protection.

2.   Remove the grille shell from the vehicle. Open the hood and remove the six 8mm nuts that secure the 
      grille shell across the top to the hood, the two 8mm bolts on each side of the grille, and the single 8mm
      bolt at the bottom of the grille just above the hood safety latch. Save the fasteners for reinstallation. Leave
      the metal tube grille support frame in place.

3.   To remove the stock mesh grille, lay grille shell face down on a surface that won't damage it ( cloth,
      newspapers, ect.) Remove the ends of the plastic rivets that retain the mesh grille by grinding or filling,
      then remove the stock grille.

4.   Each Speed Grille section is labeled for each opening. Install them one at a time from the front, then 
      secure each section with six clips. The clips install from back of the grille with the raised side of the 
      clips facing to the inside of the grille opening. This is necessary for the clips to clear the vertical lip on
      back edge of the grille shell. Install each section individually, attaching with three clips equally spaced 
      on the bottom first, then install the top three clips.

5.   Make sure the Speed Grille section are properly aligned and securely fastened, then reinstall the 
      grille shell on the vehicle with the original fasteners, Refer to your owners manual for proper torque 
      specifications.

THE SPEED GRILLE™ may be covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents: D427,119,D425,834,D421,585,D420,
961,D420,960,D420,959, and D420,958 may be covered by one or more pending U.S. Patent applications.
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